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ABSTRACT

During the last thirty yeara considerable work haa been
dona on varloua aspects of recoil chemiatry and solid atata
exchange in cobalt conplezea*

Several Interesting features auch

aa 'oxygen effect', *vater of hjrdration effect1, 'dilution with
isoaorphoua •aterials1, etc., hart bean observed* Theae data lad
workers to reject the older hypothaaia baaed on 'fragmentation*
and 'reooablnation* and auggeat aodala baaed on azciton or
electron Induced exchange* However aoae recent data ahowa that
perhapa both the proceasea vis* , thermal annealing In n'lrradiated
ajratena and eolld atata exchange are not butt proceaaaa. Hiia haa
led the author to propose a new aodal* In this aodel greater
eophaaia la plaoed on dieaooiation reactlona followed by
recoabinatlon and / or exchange reactions.

BBOOIL CHEMISTRT ASD SOLID STATI
KJCCHANGE IK OOBALT OOMPLEXKS t A NEW MODBi
by
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INTRODUCTION
During the l a a t t h i r t y years e x t e n s i r a work has bean dona
on various a s p e c t s of r o c o i l chemistry o f several coaplexea and
(Ito5)
oxyaniona, with cobalt complexes receiving aaxiaua attantion.
Though theaa two types of syateaa exhibit several parallels In
behaviour, some of the sore interesting features have been observed
with cobalt complexes*

Theaa include 'classification into two

categories vis*, 'open (or aandwitched) and octahedral1t 'oxygen
affect 1 , 'water of hydration rffeet 1 , *dilution with isoaorphoua
matrices' (Refa. 2 to 4 give an exhaustive account of theae).
These features led the Indian School to reject the aeveral aodela
formulated to explain the behaviour «f oxyaniona* flroa the 'hot
•one aodel', 'cavity eoaplaz and interstitial vacancy modal1 e t c . ,
wera found inadequate, the aain crlticiaa) baing that fragmentation
and racoBbinatlon could not take plaoe ao efficiently*
Around 196$-l968 an important breakthrough was Bade vi*.,
the f .ocence of isotopi« «MlMnga in the aolld atata between the
parent coaplex and radiotraoer aetal (thia phanoaanon la alaa
referred to a* tranafer annealing) In aeveral oxyanlona and
v (6 to 8)
cobalt ooaplexea waa daaonatratad* lhough there ia no quantitative

- 2 correlation between thetwo processes, there Is overall qualitative
agreement*

I M s analogy led several workers to postulate new

models and is almost all these models electrons or excitlons Indue*
exchange between entitles*
However, a close scrutiny of observations reveal that both
'thermal annealing of reactor irradiated complexes' and 'transfer
annealing in radiotracer doped complexes* (hereinafter these two
processes would be referred to as 'annealing* and 'exchange') are
basically processes in which the entire complex need not take part
sad that the processes are confined to 10"* to 10"* aoles of the
complex (in faot exchange is basically a surface reaction)• This is
boras by the following observations I
(i)

in reaotor irradiation
of • complex only a small part of
the complex ( *> 10" 5 moles or even less) gets motivated
and one follows the chemistry of 'such hot atoms1} whether
the same behaviour is followed by the bulk oomplex is
open to question.

(U)

in ths study of exchange*9) between OTeo** sad
Cb (dipyridFl)s (CHO*)** 3 H *0 exchange was observed
with • »Cs2+ to complex mole ratio of S x 10**| however
ao exchange was observed when this mole ratio wss
increased to 0.2 by further diluting with unlabelled 0o*+«

(ill)

Sen Oupta^ 10 ) has studied exohange in 5»c©*«" doped
Ob (dlpyrldrl)s (CIO*)*. 3HgO la the presence of Ions
like f*3*} Fe*+, Ce*+, CeS+| he observed that M long
as the concentration of added leas is<v 1 0 " H of the ooaslex,
exchange is comparable whereas when the added ion oonoentr**
tion Is increased to lO'ty. exchange Is considerably
dOdnished (the values falling from 80* to K # ) .

(iv)

la «11 exohaage studies the esteat of exohange depends oa
ths specific aotlvlty of the dopaat radiotraoer*

(v)

the best support for exohaage being • surfaoe reaotioa,
aowiverf comes from a recent paper by sagtne Le Nay et

-3 Earlier the author'**) had shown tlmt wheat «Co* + Is doped
la f» (0Xin) 8 the rate of exohan-re is very fast as seen by
taking Hossbauer patterns* However, Eugene de Kay et al
have shown that '«hea this experiment is repeated In bulk
by heating Co&g + I» (OzLn )g there is no transfer annealing*
Thus the author agrees with Eugene Le Mays remarks that "it
is obvious that though several authors claim large percentages of
exchange in Jannealingt- and 'exchange' it is always in terms of the
traoe amount of radio tracer presentf this means that the amount of
complex that undergoes exchange or annealing is really small."
Further from the similarity of results^1*) obtained la both
(n,r) and (§%a) irradiation of cobalt osaplexes it is apparent that
irradiation as ouch may play only a secondary role so that the primary
processes are different* Similarly the large similarities observed
between thermal annealing in neutron irradiated systems and radlotraoer
doped exchange Indicates that the same mechanism is operative la both
processes) this in turn means that the irradiated complex behaves
similar to the non irradiated complex as per a* annealing Is concerted*
This makes it clear that radiation plays only a seoondary role and
that the primary role must come from somewhere else.
lbs above reasoning makes it olear that 'invoking fragmentation
due to Irradiation' is not relevant* Similarly the models of imar ieth
or Venkateswarlu' ' where exeltons or electrons are supposed to play •
part and contribute to exchange reactions also do not answer the above
basic questions* The present model attempts to explain the data In a
new way*

- 4the Model
In the present model 'dissociation of the complex1 is the first
step followed by reformation of the parent fro* the dissociated entities*
The first step of dissociation is depicted in equation* (l) and lead*
to steptd.se loss of ligand entities* This reaction occur* to che extent
-4
-6
of M 10 to 10 moles and being: an equilibrium reaction can
proceetf in both ways.*
In the next step of combination reactions either a ligand will
reaot with M** or there could be an exchange between *M++ and

*Hg

leading to formation of *MX 8 and subsequently *MXg« These aet of
reactions are depicted in equation* (2)• The final step would be an
oxidation of any

MX* formed to
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It is understood that we are referring to temperatures that
are far below actual temperatures at whioh oomplete decomposition
occurs*
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Unfortunately rates of degradation or decomposition of complex and
mod* of decomposition are not well known. But from limited data it is
clear that such processes do take place* Thus appreciable degradation
of oobaltie acetyl acetonate ( < 0«l£) occurs at moderate temperatures
and the degraded species appears as 00** after dissolution and ion
(*)
exchange separation
• Ibis means that cobaltie ace^yl acetonate degrades
to eobaltons acetyl acetonate (which subsequently appears as 00**)•
(tt)
Similarly uranyl acetyl acetonate

loses 1.5 moles of aoetylaoetons

at 120°C and the process is rererslble. Hie decomposition of hexamine
metal complexes has been well studied and they follow the reaetion •

3uch diesooiatlon reactions would be accelerated by traces of free
llgand present or other degraded s p e c i e s .

Thus srsa so called thermally

stable complexes l i k e oobaltio »3etylacetonate bars traoes of dSfiMisd
species («v 10 ppm) eren after purification whioh multiply on t h e n a l
treatment*

- 6 We will now explain the various features based on this
model* However we want to emphasise clearly that this aodel will
explain only the qualitative features and we are not making predictions
regarding quantitative sresults*
Interpretation of observations
(1.) Dtfferencas in I Exchange* and I Annealing! in the same complex
It is generally seen that for the same complex the initial
retention and extent of annealing are both larger as compared to
initial exchange and extent of exchange ( Table 1 ) • This is to be
expected since during irradiation heat is generated so that some
degradation reactions might already have been initiated and further
reactor irradiation makes a substances prone to easier degradation*
A direct proof of this is seen when Co(A?AC)s is irradiate*
at -78°C ) an Bo value of -v 1.5$ is obtained.
(2) Different extents of annealing and exchange in different complexes
According to the present model, the dissociation reaction is
the one of major consequence and the extent of dissociation will
naturally be different for different complexes depending on theraodynamic properties* Unfortunately not much data is available in the
•olid state to make predictions. However «i • first approximation, the
bond dissociation energies could be taken as an indication of extent
of decomposition*

-7The beat example of this oaa be a««n in a comparison of
annealing and exchange in a series of complexes derived froa th«
same llgand. Table II .lists th« I ^ Q values for aetal actyl aoetonates
and one can see that tha order of decooposition lies in the order
Hn (ACAC) 8 >

Pe (ACAC) 8 > Co (ACAC) S > Cr (ACAC)». Thus in the

exchange reaotion *00 + M (ACAC)» — >

*00 (ACAC)s exchange should

ba in tha ordar Mn (ACAC)»;> fe(iac) 8 > CO (ACAC)»> Cr ]ACAC)»«
This la precisely what is observed

sl

**8#

Similarly under identical irradiation conditions, Co (ACAC)»
shows larger annealing than Cr (ACAC)*'*", An extension of this can
ba seen In diluted systems^ vis., 00(ACAC)a + M(ACAC)»
Je, Cr and Co t M ratio - 1 I 100

where M a Mn,

• It is seen that vhen these

diluted systems are irradiated'**', the lntttlal retention ia large
and extant of annealing is fastest for tha system CO(ACAC)S $ Ha(ACAC)as
The broad classifiction

of cobalt complexes into two

categories vi*., opes or sandnitched and octahedral can alao ba
understood on .the above lines* The so called aandwithh complexes
such as vitamin B 12, cobalt phathaloeyanine) show no annealing or
exchange due to their inherent stability to thermal degradation*
(3)

Iffeot of Ad,ded lona
As pointed out earlier ,

in small concentrations ( v 10

when extraneous ions are added

molea) they do not alter the exchange

or annealing but at larger concentrationa (<\> 10

moles) both exehaL»>

and annealing art reduced. This can be understood on the basic sf
ooapetition for tha llgands between the dopant ions and Inactive iomaf

- 8 when the concentrations of ooth are of same order then exchange is
not inhibited but when the added ion's concentration is larger than
its reaction with ligand becomes sore predominant. The observation
on exchange being dependent oh speciflo activity of radio tracer can
also be explained on the sane basis*
(4) Dual Bole of Oxygen
Work with several systems in presence of oxygen and other
ambients has thrown up a lot of contradictory data. Thus in some
oomplexes oxygen is found to accelerate

exchange and annealing while

for other* it is found to retard both annealing and exchange
The dual role of oxygen can be understood on the basis that
these transition metal complexes can take up oxygen to form oxygen
carriers* Ibis idea was first mooted by Venkatestrarlu

* and used

by him to explain the contradictory observations. An excellent revie*
(85)
an oxygenation is given by Erskine and H e l d
and the particular
(»)
relevance to cobalt is given by Yenkateavarlu

• Here we will only g

some slight modifications of Vnkateswarlu 1 s treatment*
In general the CD (XI) complexes could form both reversible
and noa reversible adducts and such processes will compete with
oxidation reactions ( equation S in our model)

Oo - O» - Oo Ion reversible
00 (II) J%

•

©t
^ Co - 0 , - Oo

Reversible

I
Co(lII) 7.
Co (II) X«

4 0,

*

00(111) Xt 4 O a "

- 9There are three possibilities t
(i)

(li)

the complex may not form oxygen carriers (or oxidation
reaction could be faster) \n which case oxygen will promote
annealing e.g., Ha Co EDTA
the complex may form a reversible oxygen carrier, in such
cases heating at higher temperatures will result in decomposition
of the adduct to cobaltic complex. In such cases one will get
temperature dependent R «; values if annealing in done in air
while %c values will converge to a single but higher value
if annealing is done in vacuum e.g., Co(ACAC)a, Co (Bipy) s (CIO*)*
etc.,

(iii) the complex may form an irreversible ©xyren carrier in which
% values will be temperature independent, eg KaCO(CN)tS etc.,
(5) Effect of other Anbiente
Tasukawa

observed that traces of ethylene diaaine vapours

promoted annealing in trisethylene diaamine Co (ill) nitrate end also that
ammonia gas promoted annealing in Co (NHs)e

• °n the basis of the

present model, these are to be expected since the reformation reactions
Involving ligand deficient species and ligand will be promoted if ligand
is present to a larger extent. However when these ambients (NH» or
ethylene diamine ) are used for trisacetylacetone Co (ill), no affects
(")
should be expected and this indeed the case
•
As far as the effect of other ambients like Ho, acetone etc.,
(29)
on annealing and exchange
the present data i s limited to one or
two complexes so that i t i s futile to give rational explanation. However
i t i s f e l t that either these ambients would fora adsorbed species
^Co (NHS)B No_7a for instance

or compete with oxygen inflie

sequence of oxidation reactions*
(6) Water of Evdration Effect
3he role of water of hydration in proooting annealing and
exchange can also be understood in teran of oxygen carrier foraation.

- 10 Erskine and Field

(as)

have shown that traces of water oxidises the

cobaltons carrier to cobaltlc form { they have given the example
of Co (II) (dimethyl glyoxiite)^* Urns the observations of Baaahesh
for the faster annealing and exchange in /Co (.dimethyl glyoxi»e)a
(HHj) a y d . 5H a 0 as compared to that in the anhydrous complex can
be easily explained*

lhe case of trisdipyridyl complex will be

explained a bit later*
(7) tffoct of Radiation, influence of pre and poat irradiation on
annealing
ill these sets of experimonts in various pernertations Tit.,
preirradiation, thermal annealing + Radiation annealing + Thermal
annealing etc*, can alao be explained on the basis of the present acdel?
(8) The case of trisdipyridyl Co (ill) complex
Among all the tonplexes investigated cobalt trisdipyridyl
perchlorate it unique in as «uch as the rate of annealing and
exchange is very fast even at room temperature. In fact Aaar Hath*a
(*)
•odel
was based aainly on the peculiarities exhibited by thia
complex. According to the author the peculiarities exhibited by thia
complex is not a general trend and that a apeeifie effect is at
<•)
work in this complex. This view i s also shared by Tenkateswarltt •
9urstal and Nyhola
have shown that in trisdipyridyl Oo(lII),

(«°)

Co (II) trisdipyridyl i s always present as an impurity and this lead*
to a fast electron transfer reaction between these two species. It ! •
possible that this Co (II) speoi-s could dissociate easily or
alternately undergo exchange with *00llI) radpidly.

-11 In fact suoh racemlBation Is completely absent in trisdipyridyl
complexes of neighbouring elements. Borstal and Nyholm state that in
trie dipyridyl perchlorate Ni (II) no racemlBation ia observed^ This
complex should therefore show neither exchange or annealing on a
fast stale* Ibis has indeed by observed by Bamshosh'
showed

that the rate of annealing of

complex by

Hi (n,p)

»hc

Co formed in the nickel

Co and the rate of exchange In

Oo doped

complex is rexy low* However, the author feels that Oo (ill)
trlsdipyridyl oomplex is still peculiar and attempts to fit its data
into any model is not justified*
00NCHI3I0N
Bros it is felt thnt the above model can explain most
observations, *• word

of caution is necessary. The artifaots

Involved in dissolution, separation etc., introduce an uncertainty as
far as the identity of the original species is ooncerned. At one stag*
It was thought that non destructive techniques like Mossbauer
speotrosoopy do indicate the exact species formed} however, a* pointed
out earlier Bagene Le Hay et al's work and also the latest
(30)
observation indicates that the species formed on the surface Is not
neoessarily the same as the ones in the bulk.
What is also not clear is whether the same set of meehanlstlo
observations can explain the behaviour of oxyanlona also. Here again
the closeness in annealing and exchange experiments suggest that the
(31)
order models need not be Invoked* In fact eollins et aj, have suggedttd
that in transfer annealing of »Cr ** doped KsCr<>4 « r thermal anneallaf
In a* irradiated C^CrO* the primary step could be dissociation or

-1 2 lonlsatioa of tht ohxoattt folltwtd ty tltetzea trantftie rtaotloa*
Howtvtr, tat author would not llko to vtnturt into that i m *
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1*

hohang* and Annealing in aoaw oobalt ooaplezea*
behaagw
Co (ACAC),

Cjranocobalaaln

Initial

0.1

44

Haated

33.0

664

Initial

0.4

44

Haated

O.T

44

Initial

04

10.4

Raatad

5.1

35.0

Ce (biBothylghyoiamina),
IB,

C14H aO

Anoeallaff

( All heated aamplea refer to ldentioal heat treataant for
azohanga and annaaling)
•

Saken froa R«f. 7 , 1 8 , 1 9 .

Table

%-0

3*

valuea and fcchange l a K(ACAC)S

Mi (ACAC),
D

N - 0 C10*!/"01*)

$

41+1

Coaplezea

H»(Aac),
45*1

0>{A(UC)a
« * 1

5»

Bcehang* with

•ft,8*
Initial
Xt hr. at 993 K

S34

1.0

1.0

\JH

75.0

35,0

104

94

*l»!wn txem Ut (l«), (20),
In

(13)

Ma (AC AC), the data la aoamfaat ooapUcatat due to pa»«a>

deooapoaltloa of the eoaplez.

